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Business REQUEST 

FIELD REQUIRED INFORMATION 

Title  Product/service requested 

 Key cooperation type  

TIP: the title should be concise and meaningful. 

TIP: no typos, no abbreviations/acronyms, no brand/product names, no marketing speak or 
unnecessary capital letters.  

Summary  Country of origin + field of activity 

 Product/service requested 

 ALL  cooperation type(s)  

 Target countries if 5 countries or less are targeted  

TIP: no typos, no abbreviations/acronyms, no brand/product names, no marketing speak or 
unnecessary capital letters.  

TIP: no copy-paste of the title or 1st paragraph of the description. 

Description  Country of origin + field of activity 

 Product/service requested in more  detail: main features and application fields of 
the product/service 

 Justification of all the selected cooperation types: 

o WHY were these cooperation types selected? (What would be the desired 
outcome of an international partnership?) 

o HOW is the international cooperation envisaged (ALL selected cooperation 
types should be explained, not simply stated) 

TIP: no long lists; use short but complete sentences. 

TIP: add a picture (no brand names). 

Technical 
specification 
& expertise 
sought 

 Specific requirements needed by the client or from the potential partner 

 

Keywords  Market keywords: Maximum 5  

Client  Type and Size of client 

 Year Established 

 NACE keywords: Maximum 5 

 Turnover (euro) 

 Languages spoken 

Partner 
sought 

 Type/ Field of activity of partner per selected cooperation type 

 Role of partner per selected cooperation type 

TIP: avoid generalities (e.g. the partners should be reliable and professional; 
industry/company), be specific (commission; field of activity…). 

Types of 
Partnership 
Considered 

 Choose the most accurate 

 TIP: make sure that the selected cooperation type(s) correspond to what is written in 
the summary, description and the partner sought fields. 

 


